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Ask for a free quote:

If you see anything you like, let me know and I'll provide a free quote with shipping.

All you have to do for this free quote is send your zip code (or country and mail code).

There is no obligation to buy anything when you ask for this free quote.

Avalon Hill Game Co. & Victory Games

Key's Games & Hobbies

email:  hobbies747@gmail.com 

All of the OOP games are very limited in quantity…so it's first come, first serve.

All conditions may have an out-of-date price label (or label residue) attached to the 

Prices do not include the shipping and insurance costs.

The shipping cost you pay is the exact amount or less…I don’t have a handling charge.

plastic shrinkwrap, or to the game box or envelope.

Except for possible advertising inserts that are not used with the item, all conditions 

 Condition Notes:

inspected for completeness, these items are sold in 'as is' condition.

Only items marked with a price or "ask" in the price column are in stock.

are complete unless otherwise noted.  Since shrinkwrapped items can't be

Any opened game with one or more dice may not have the original die/dice that came with

the game but it will have the correct amount of same-sided or comparable die/dice.

Please Note:

Most of the OOP games are very limited in quantity…so first come, first serve.

Only items marked with a price or "ask" in the price column are in stock.

If you see "ask" in the price column, then that game is in stock but it hasn't been 

inventoried.  If you're interested, all you have to do is 'ask' and the game will be checked 

for condition and completeness and a price will be given.  There's no obligation to buy.

Prices do not include shipping and insurance.  There is no handling charge.

Any opened game with one or more counter trays may not have the original trays that 

came with the game but it will have the same number of trays.



OOP

SRP

WotC

Fair - very well used but complete and readable; heavy wear with major flaws such as

large tears which may be repaired; stains; markings on pages; dogearred pages;

heavy creasing

Poor - heavily used but readable; very heavy wear with major flaws such as tears which

Excellent - obvious use and handling with light wear; may have handwriting and/or 

highlighting that doesn't affect readability; may have some minor repairs (e.g., small 

piece of scotch tape); small creases in spine

Very Good - used; handwriting and/or highlighting but doesn't affect readability or use;

repairs (usually scotch tape); minor tears; small stains; dogearred pages; small

may be repaired; stains; markings on pages; dogearred pages; very heavy creasing

bend(s) in cover; medium creases in spine

Good - well-used as a gamer's copy; handwriting, highlighting and/or stains but doesn't

affect readability or use; may have small tears and other flaws which may be 

repaired; dogearred pages; medium to heavy creasing

Mint - doesn't appear to be used; no major problems; there may be some shelve wear,

like scuffing or nicks, on the item but this doesn't affect use or readability; any

  countersheets are either unpunched or may have a few counters that have fallen off but 

Near Mint - close to mint with some sign(s) of very light wear including very small creases

in spine and scuffing or rub spots; may have been been read or gamed with but has

little, if any, wear; may have small handwritten marks/notations; some or all counters 

are removed from the sheet but are complete; some or all of the cards are separated 

Suggested Retail Price

Out of Print

Abbreviations:

Ask - let me know if you're interested in this item.  There hasn’t been time to check the

condition and completeness of most of the non-shrinkwrapped items. 

Wizards of the Coast

If you’re interested, this item will be inspected for completeness and condition and a

sales price will be given.  Remember, there is no obligation to buy

condition

all counters are present; any cards are not separated (if originally attached)

the publisher using something other than plastic shrinkwrap; minor rub spots or scuffs

separating but this tear/separation doesn't allow the box to be opened; sold in 'as is' 

on the shrinkwrap and/or box/folio/envelope; the plastic shrinkwrap may be torn or 

Shrinkwrap - mint condition in the publisher's original plastic shrinkwrapped or sealed by



Price Publ # Title SRP Condition

Avalon Hill

ask 817 1776 OOP check

ask 714 1914 OOP check

50.00 GA-140 Acquire (flat version) OOP shrinkwrap

167.00 8372 Advanced Civilization OOP shrinkwrap

ask 8372 Advanced Civilization OOP check

60.00 888 Advanced Third Reich OOP shrinkwrap

60.00 600 Afrika Korps OOP
box is excellent; game 

components are mint

45.00 600 Afrika Korps OOP
box is poor; game   

components are near mint

130.00 907 Age of Renaissance OOP shrinkwrap

35.00 823 Air Assault on Crete OOP shrinkwrap

ask 823 Air Assault on Crete OOP check

84.00
8928 & 

892826

Air Force + Dauntless Expansion Kit [this 

is a combo game in one box]
OOP shrinkwrap

ask 708 Alexander the Great OOP check

ask 8931 Alpha Omega OOP check

ask 821 Arab-Israeli Wars OOP check

40.00 6400 Auction OOP shrinkwrap

ask 851 B-17, Queen of the Skies OOP check

74.00 8531 Banzai [Up Front expansion] OOP shrinkwrap

50.00 8531 Banzai [Up Front expansion] OOP mint

ask 602 The Battle of the Bulge OOP check

80.00 41325 Battle Cry (1999) [Hasbro] OOP shrinkwrap

70.00 887 Blackbeard OOP shrinkwrap

ask 700 Blitzkrieg OOP check

39.00 873 Britannia OOP shrinkwrap

ask 873 Britannia OOP check

140.00 837
Civilization [see expansion: Advanced 

Civilization]
OOP shrinkwrap

Advanced Squad Leader (ASL) 

These games are not shown on this price list.

If you’re interested, ask for the separate price lists of: 

Great Campaigns of the Americam Civil War (GCACW)



ask 837 Civilization OOP check

25.00 8370005
Civilization Trade Cards set [produced in a 

ziplock bag]
OOP mint

60.00
Civilization Western Map Extension [with 

official insert but not official envelope]
OOP mint

84.00 8192 Colonial Diplomacy OOP shrinkwrap

ask 843 Conquistador OOP check

88.00 8532
Desert War [Up Front expansion] [in 

official envelope]
OOP mint, uncut

55.00 819 Diplomacy OOP shrinkwrap

97.00 8241 Dune -Spice Harvest OOP shrinkwrap

88.00 8242 Dune -The Duel OOP shrinkwrap

ask 877 Enemy in Sight OOP check

97.00 8930 Flat Top OOP shrinkwrap

ask 871 Flight Leader OOP check

ask 738 For the People OOP check

20.00 840

France, 1940 (1972) [Condition notes: 

slipcase box and cover; box is heavily worn 

with light damage in a few places; game 

components are complete; counters are 

complete and nicely trimmed; photocopy of 

countersheet is included so you can confirm 

completeness; map and other game 

components are in near mint to excellent 

condition; the 6-sided die is not the 

original]

OOP

game components are 

near mint to excellent; 

box is very good

ask 834 Freedom in the Galaxy OOP check

40.00 898 Geronimo OOP shrinkwrap

ask Gettysburg (1958) OOP check

ask 501 Gettysburg OOP check

ask 701 Guadalcanal OOP check

30.00 896 Guerilla OOP shrinkwrap

67.00 830 Gunslinger OOP shrinkwrap

ask 831 Guns of August OOP check

50.00 906 Hannibal: Rome vs. Carthage OOP shrinkwrap

ask 906 Hannibal: Rome vs. Carthage OOP check

110.00 893 History of the World OOP shrinkwrap

77.00 891

IDF (Israeli Defense Force) [Condition 

notes: complete, unpunched, uncut, mint 

condition on inside; one box corner is 

taped]

OOP mint

ask 703 Jutland OOP check

ask 8180011
Kingmaker Variant Event Card Set (1978)    

[in official envelope]
OOP check



57.00 867 Knights of the Air OOP shrinkwrap

60.00 878 Kremlin 2nd edition OOP shrinkwrap

ask 202 Little Round Top OOP check

ask 809 Luftwaffe OOP check

ask 8935 Machiavelli (1980) OOP check

ask 897 Maharaja OOP check

ask 882 MBT OOP check

ask 601 Midway OOP check

40.00 Midway - Coral Sea Variant OOP mint

50.00 734 Midway (Smithsonian Edition) OOP shrinkwrap

80.00 6500 Monsters Ravage America OOP shrinkwrap

60.00 736 Mustangs (Smithsonian Edition) OOP shrinkwrap

ask 826 Napoleon OOP check

60.00 884 New World OOP shrinkwrap

45.00 810 Origins of World War II OOP shrinkwrap

ask 810 Origins of World War II OOP check

ask 835
Panzer Armee Afrika (Condition notes: box 

is good with repaired corners; punched)
OOP check

ask 807 Panzer Blitz OOP check

ask 854 Panzerkrieg OOP check

ask 868 Patton's Best OOP check

ask 812 Panzer Leader OOP check

ask 730 Platoon OOP check

40.00 908 Princess Ryan's Star Marines OOP shrinkwrap

ask 885 Republic of Rome OOP check

45.00 811 Richthofen's War OOP shrinkwrap

40.00 800 Shakespeare OOP shrinkwrap

ask 6315 Source of the Nile OOP check

200.00 822 Squad Leader OOP shrinkwrap

ask 822 Squad Leader OOP check

130.00 8221 Squad Leader: Cross of Iron OOP shrinkwrap

ask 8221 Squad Leader: Cross of Iron OOP check

160.00 8222 Squad Leader: Crescendo of Doom OOP shrinkwrap

ask 8222 Squad Leader: Crescendo of Doom OOP check

ask 8223 Squad Leader: GI: Anvil of Victory OOP check

ask 518 Stalingrad (1963) [large box] OOP check

ask 518 Stalingrad 2nd printing (May 1974) OOP check

50.00 820 Starship Troopers OOP shrinkwrap

ask 820 Starship Troopers OOP check

20.00 805 Stock Market (1970) OOP shrinkwrap

ask 832 Struggle of Nations (1981) OOP check

ask 707 Submarine OOP check

60.00 909 Successors: Alexander's Empire OOP shrinkwrap

20.00 96879 Sword & Skull (2005) [WotC/AH] shrinkwrap



ask 502 Tactics II (1961) OOP check

40.00 800 The Game of Shakespeare OOP shrinkwrap

55.00 6458 Titan: the Arena OOP shrinkwrap

ask 505 U-Boat OOP check

120.00 853
Up Front [see also expansions: Banzai & 

Desert War]
OOP near mint

ask 715 Victory in the Pacific OOP check

70.00 827 War and Peace OOP shrinkwrap

70.00 705 War at Sea OOP shrinkwrap

ask 705 War at Sea OOP check

ask 7051 War at Sea 2 [with official AH envelope] OOP check

90.00 737 We the People OOP shrinkwrap

62.00 705 Wooden Ships and Iron Men OOP shrinkwrap

ask 705 Wooden Ships and Iron Men OOP check

24.00 9450 Wrasslin OOP shrinkwrap

Victory Games

160.00 30018 2nd Fleet OOP shrinkwrap

130.00 30031 3rd Fleet OOP shrinkwrap

140.00 30012

6th Fleet [condition notes: 5 counters 'fell 

off' the sheet (not punched out) and these 

are present]

OOP mint

62.00 30035 Across Five Aprils OOP shrinkwrap

87.00 30024 Central America OOP shrinkwrap

42.00 30009 Cold War OOP shrinkwrap

22.00 30000171
Desert Shield - A Gulf Strike Expansion 

Module (1990)
OOP shrinkwrap

ask 30000 Gulf Strike OOP check

ask 30040

Gulf Strike 2
nd

 edition (updated 1988 

version, includes the Desert Shield 

expansion module)

OOP check

20.00 3000003 Gulf Strike 2
nd

 edition Scenario Update OOP shrinkwrap

90.00 30022 Leather Neck (Battle Hymn module) OOP shrinkwrap

67.00 30027 Lee vs. Grant OOP shrinkwrap

ask 30014 Mosby’s Raiders OOP check

40.00 30008
Panzer Command – The Gateway to 

Stalingrad
OOP shrinkwrap

80.00 30029 Shell Shock (2-player Ambush) OOP shrinkwrap

37.00 30029

Shell Shock (2-player Ambush) [condition 

notes: game box is in good condition; 

components are mint and counters are 

unpunched]

OOP near mint














